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PrincessGuardians is a real-time action, stealth and adventure game. There is more to it than meets the eye, and this is your job as a mysterious shadow. You must explore the world, collect clues and items, help villagers, help the city. PrincessGuardians runs on the top of the cutting edge in interactivity and graphics,
with blood-soaked action sequences, mature story, complicated puzzles and excellent stealth. The game has almost no story. The task of the player is simply to move from one point to the next and to find enough clues about what happened in the past. Key features: Realistic blood and gore; Numerous characters, cars,
weapons, props and traps; Huge complex puzzles; High quality graphics; Beautiful and realistic atmosphere and sound December 7, 2012 UNAIDED: THE PLAN is a hidden object adventure game developed by GG-Games. Story: Embark on a high-spirited adventure in a desolate, mysterious world. You are an UNAIDED:

the Plan and you must guide a group of mischievous dwarfs through dangerous caves, across a wide variety of exciting environments. Find the way to TALI – a mysterious, far away civilization. Cast a spell for your dwarfs and teleport them to the next location. You will cross the world in your quest of finding your friends.
Key Features: A unique time-based puzzle solving mechanic that has been brilliantly exploited; An engrossing story with multiple solutions and multiple plots; An environment rich in aesthetics and mystery; A wide range of unique items and enchantments; An epic soundtrack; An engaging interface – all the information
the player needs is available at a quick glance; Hundreds of exciting hidden object puzzles; A large variety of hidden object scenes to meet every players’ needs and preferences; An infinite amount of solutions to each puzzle; A rich and complex story that hides deep meaning; A variety of travelling modes and different
ways to solve puzzles; Deep, rich plot with an ending that will leave the player with the question, “What have I just discovered?” About The Game UNAIDED: the Plan is a time-based puzzle solving game developed by GG-Games. Embark on an adventure and solve hundreds of interesting hidden object puzzles while you

explore a plethora of beautiful locations across a remote, barren world. UNAIDED: the Plan also features

Arrog Features Key:
Solar Music from the Russian Futurists, the Spanish Concierto and the Film Noir of the 50s

Nunzio’s environmental themes and the Pressione accordion sound
4 silent films that opened the way for the Jazz soundtrack

Full theme support with solo player and guitar backing tracks
The music of a Los Angeles DJ
Sports car and retro sounds

More than 50 sound sets: a wide choice of varied mood, style, tempo and setting
Bundle Extra sounds for the Digital XV DNA model

Bonus samples with lyrics, booklet and voraciously juicy info
Releasing on January 25th!

Get Synth Riders

and follow the Kontakt 5.1 Demo progress on SoundCloud:

Mix Technology:

Inner and outer sound design using multi-zone formats, octal shelves for modulation and distortion, reverb bands, time-stretch, warping and distortion effects, as well as a percussive synth with customisable and dynamic controls. 

Advanced Arpeggiator:

Customise and groove on a total of four mod layers, five arpeggiator modes, and a step sequencer. 

Modern and dark:

Take your own sound set to the office, the gym or the coffee shop and bring along a unique sound set and drummer in your game with the Cloud™ features of Synth Riders. 
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